
Salmon Companies Cuts Down Time and On-Road 
Repair Costs with TruckDown® 

Before Salmon Companies found a better solution, mechanics at the carrier’s Greensboro, 

N.C., shop did double duty, working on equipment and taking break-down calls at the same 

time. Mechanics would answer the phone at the shop, take information and then contact a 

major call-in service to handle the repair. The service charged a per-call fee of $45 and 

added a percentage to the vendor’s price before sending them the bill. 

“Using a call-in service took control out of our hands,” says Richard Hudson, Salmon 

Companies’ Road Service Manager. “It was expensive and caused even bigger delays. We 

needed to establish an internal breakdown center for our company, and we needed a 

vendor locator.” 

Salmon Companies is a nationwide key supplier to the U.S. Postal Service. The Little Rock, 

Ark.-based firm has contracted to deliver mail throughout the United States since 1945, 

today operating more than 1,200 trucks and 2,600 trailers on a 24-7-365 basis to do so. 

To solve its road-repair issues, Salmon Companies first established an internal breakdown 

center, which today employs nearly 40 road-assistance specialists. The carrier then 

subscribed to a national vendor network whose vendor lists were contained on computer 

discs. But the discs didn’t work on MCA’s computers, and after fruitless attempts to correct 

the problem, MCA’s search for a vendor locator continued. 

Soon Hudson found TruckDown Info International, 

Inc., on the Internet. After visiting TruckDown’s 

web site and performing a sample vendor search, 

he set up a free user account for Salmon 

Companies. “We were immediately assigned a 

representative who would work with us,” he says. 

“If we had problems, we could contact her. That was one of the first things that sold me: 

customer service.” 

Hudson and workers in MCA’s new breakdown center began using “TruckDown” and before 

long, Hudson was soliciting vendors for what would become Salmon Companies' private 

online vendor network. As the network expanded, Salmon Companies’ use of call-in services 

ceased. Hudson began adding up the savings. 

“That was one of the first things 

that sold me: customer service.” 

Richard Hudson 

RCC Manager 

Salmon Companies 

 



“We operate around the clock and can have as many as 70 breakdowns a week,” he says. 

“But getting rid of call-in fees saves us thousands of dollars a year. And by flagging our 

preferred vendors on “TruckDown” and calling them first, we’ve knocked more than an hour 

off our average down time per breakdown.” 

Salmon Companies has seen subtler 

benefits as well. Over time, TruckDown 

Info International Inc. implemented 

changes suggested by Hudson for 

making the “TruckDown” application 

easier to use. Now training new 

employees on the system is easier and faster. TruckDown also incorporated administrative 

features for categorizing vendors, rating vendors publicly or privately, and sharing vendor 

information fleet-wide. “The fact that we can customize vendors in different ways and make 

notes about them that only our personnel can see is huge,” says Hudson. “We’ve used 

“TruckDown” for five years now, and the savings keep growing.” 

 

 
 

 

 

  

“We’ve used “TruckDown” for five years now, 

and the savings keep growing.” 

Richard Hudson 

RCC Manager 

Salmon Companies 

 

http://www.salmoncompanies.com/
http://www.truckdown.com/


Star Leasing Reaps Substantial Benefits with 
TruckDown® 

Before establishing an internal breakdown service center this past August, Star Leasing Co. 

outsourced all of its on-road repair services to a major call-in center. “The level of 

personalized customer service was not quite where we would like it to be,” says Matt 

Longfellow, Program Manager for Star Breakdown Service (SBS), the carrier’s new in-house 

call center. “We can have as many as 600 breakdowns a month, and by handling the calls 

internally we are able to provide cost effective and personalized service to our valuable 

customers.” 

Star Leasing Co. is an 

employee-owned 

industry leader in semi-

trailer leasing, rental 

and maintenance. 

Begun in 1974 in 

Columbus, Ohio, the 

company now has more 

than 12,500 trailers on lease and operates nine locations throughout the eastern and mid-

western United States. 

While organizing SBS, Longfellow tried other repair networks and vendor-locator services. 

“But we could only search by vendor, by city and by type of repair,” he recalls. “We couldn’t 

mark any vendors we preferred, or save information about vendors and services we had 

used on any of those programs.” 

Then Star Leasing began using “TruckDown®.” Offered free of charge to carriers, 

“TruckDown” is an online, point-and-click methodology created by TruckDown Info 

International. The application lets fleets build and maintain their own vendor networks . 

Fleets can use over 30,000 vendors already listed in the TruckDown network to get started, 

and load additional, enhanced services as they wish for a small annual fee. 

“It was exactly what we needed,” says Longfellow. “We didn’t have to purchase a big 

software system to accumulate our vendors on, or use a search engine over and over. We 

used ‘TruckDown’ to build a database and put in notes about our vendors. Now 

“It was exactly what we needed. We didn’t have to purchase a 

big software system to accumulate our vendors on, or use a 

search engine over and over. “ 

Matt Longfellow 

Program Manager 

Star Breakdown Service 

 



coordinators at our internal breakdown center can log in, type in a city, and see the same 

notes and information that I do.” 

Star Leasing’s SBS 

currently employs five 

repair coordinators. 

Three more will be 

added in early 2013 so 

that as call volume 

increases during the 

warmer months, SBS will continue to provide customers with great service—and realize cost 

effective benefits. “TruckDown is really easy to use,” says Longfellow. “Once we mark our 

vendors, they pop right up.” Even at low call-in volume, “having our own center and using 

“TruckDown” has cut our service costs substantially,” Longfellow continues, adding, “I’d say 

it also saves half an hour or so on average in down time for repairs.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

“I’d say it also saves half an hour or so on average in down 

time for repairs.” 

Matt Longfellow 

Program Manager 

Star Breakdown Service 

 

http://www.starleasing.com/
http://www.truckdown.com/


USA Truck Uses TruckDown® to Slash On-Road Repair 
Costs 

Until late 2011, USA Truck’s Road-Assist Department used a major call-in service and 

various tire and repair networks to handle the fleet’s on-road breakdowns. But Jack 

Bernard, supervisor of tire management at USA Truck’s headquarters in Van Buren, Ark., 

says service was uneven, unpredictable and expensive. “You can get cleaned out pretty 

bad, especially in an over-the-road situation,” Bernard says. “Trucking companies are 

service providers that have to be at specific locations at specific times, and vendors know 

this. Some try to take advantage by charging up to three times what a service is worth, 

because they know you don’t have time to shop around.” 

USA Truck is a dry-van truckload carrier transporting general commodities via general-

freight and dedicated-freight service offerings. In business for 30 years, the firm moves 

goods throughout the continental United States and into and out of portions of Canada and 

Mexico. USA Truck has always employed Road Assist Agents who take calls from drivers 

and arrange for repairs. Over time, the company had established relationships with a 

number of high-quality vendors. “But with three different work shifts and shift rotations, we 

had no collective place to keep all this information,” says Bernard. “We needed an easy way 

to build our own private network of vendors along our commonly used routes.” 

After researching other options, Bernard contacted TruckDown® Info International, Inc. 

TruckDown is a Winnipeg-based transportation technology firm whose extensive vendor 

network provides coverage throughout the United States and Canada. TruckDown derives 

its revenue from vendor companies that pay to be listed on its network. Thus, use of the 

network—and basic services that allow users to build their own private vendor networks—

are free to carriers.  

“The more data we put into “TruckDown,” the better our returns. It’s like having your 

own private locator service, and that’s what puts “TruckDown” head and shoulders 

above all other network services out there.” 

Jack Bernard 

Supervisor - Tire Management 

USA Truck 

 



TruckDown’s CEO, Bob Toews, talked with Bernard and suggested that USA Truck send 

TruckDown its entire list of vendors for cross-referencing with the much larger 

“TruckDown” database. Once the data was verified, Bernard would be able to log into 

“TruckDown,” access the information and begin sorting, classifying and adding to it as he 

wished.  

Within days, USA Truck had used “TruckDown” to create a private tire network online. “I 

called vendors we wanted to work with and proposed a set price and service within a 50-

mile radius,” says Bernard. “That’s how it started, and the system has worked so well that 

we’re now coordinating truck and trailer repairs along with tire jobs. Every time I get an 

invoice I don’t like, I can go into “TruckDown” and eliminate that vendor from our private 

network if I decide to.” 

State-of-the-art network-building tools in 

“TruckDown” allow USA Truck to list vendors, track 

repairs, add notes about particular vendors, rate 

vendors, and share all of the information with 

everyone in USA Truck’s Road Assist Department. 

“TruckDown and its network services are really 

making a difference for us,” says Bernard. “Our over-the-road ticket average is going down, 

because we’re no longer using shops that overcharge. I’m able to eliminate them from our 

network, or note that they overcharge and should be used only as a last resort. The more 

data we put into “TruckDown,” the better our returns. It’s like having your own private 

locator service, and that’s what puts “TruckDown” head and shoulders above all other 

network services out there.” 

 

 
 

“Our over-the-road ticket average 

is going down.” 

Jack Bernard 

Supervisor - Tire Management 

USA Truck 

 

http://www.usa-truck.com/
http://www.truckdown.com/

